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ABSTRACT: Many of the most common types of e-marketing are Search Engine activities nowadays. Pay per 

Click is a type of advertising displayed in search engines in the form of a banner or a link with the summary, 

suggestion or opinion of the client. The key benefits are the payment model based on advertisement-only impact 

clicks. The aim of this publication is an attempt to develop an Adwords ad campaign model. To accomplish this 

aim, an overview was performed of selected campaigns. Taking into account all aspects influencing the efficacy 

of the Adwords campaign, particular design phases will include determinants such as: keyword collection, design 

of add descriptions with extensions, implementation of excluded keywords, scheduling and geo-location 

determination, website optimization and design, and continuous optimization of campaign parameters. Proposed 

model of Adwords campaign depends on two groups of factors. The first one is strictly connected with the 

campaign’s parameters, while the second one is related to the features of the promoted product and the company 

itself. In this literature e-marketing in SEM, effectiveness of Google ads, Google ads for pay-per-click marketing 

and pay per click (PPC) campaign model has been broadly discussed. 
KEYWORDS: Advertising, Ad-words, Click through rate (CTR), Cost per click (CPC), Google ads, Search engine 

marketing (SEM) 

INTRODUCTION 

Google Ads (some time ago Google AdWords, before July 24, 2018) is a web-based promoting 

stage created by Google, where sponsors pay to show brief commercials, administration 

contributions, item postings, video content, and produce versatile application introduces inside 

the Google advertisement system to web clients. Google Ads has advanced into Google's 

primary wellspring of income, adding to Google's all out promoting incomes of US$95.4 billion 

of every 2017. Google Ads offers benefits under-compensation for every snap (PPC) estimating 

model. Albeit a propelled offering system can be utilized to consequently arrive at a predefined 

cost-per-securing (CPA), this ought not to be mistaken for a genuine CPA valuing model. These 

days, probably the most well-known types of re-promoting are exercises in SEM web indexes 

(Search Engine Marketing). The developing ubiquity of web crawler commercial is brought 

about by its high productivity. Both sites situating and supported connections showed beside 

natural SERP results (Search Engine Results Page) are one of the least obtrusive incentives of 

web-based promoting. The portion of SEM in web-based publicizing costs over ongoing years 

has been consistently expanding. Web index promoting (SEM) exercises depend on the current 

sites that right now play out a publicizing and data work about the organization. On account of 

its assistance, it can be introducing the offer, cost and contact subtleties. A site, beside the social 

average profile, is the essential apparatus for advancing the organization on the Internet. Sites are 

structured for the organization, yet additionally, they can be devoted to a specific item, brand, 
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occasion or even individual representatives. The point of this production is an Endeavour to 

structure a model for Adwords promoting effort. So as to accomplish this objective, an 

investigation of chose battles was completed. In addition, the most significant variables 

impacting the adequacy of publicizing exercises in the zone of supported connections were 

recognized [1]. 

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GOOGLE ADS 

Why use Google Adwords and Accomplishes Google Adwords Work? are truly basic watchword 

state looked on Google, which proposes that there are a lot of advertisers and entrepreneurs out 

there who have found out about Google Ads [2] (once in the past known as Adwords), however, 

aren't sure if and how it can function for them. It has been accepted that Google Ads Google's 

massively effective compensation per-click (PPC) promoting framework can work for practically 

any sort of business. Utilizing Google Ads (or any PPC stage) requires time and cash, yet a great 

many organizations have discovered that it's time and cash all around spent, in light of the fact 

that Google Ads conveys quantifiable ROI. The people have committed innumerable pages to 

how it ought to use Google Ads. Right now, answer the topic of why it should utilize it. Before 

any of our SEO-cherishing per users find a good pace, let me prelude this by saying that the 

people are not pushing that it does PPC to the avoidance of other showcasing exercises. As usual, 

it has been prescribing a solid parity of advertising channels, including natural hunt, email 

showcasing, occasions, online life and other lead sources. How it dispenses the promoting 

spending will rely upon which channels end up being best for the business. Be that as it may, in 

the event that it has been never utilized Google Ads [3] and it is pondering whether it's 

advantageous. 

GOOGLE ADS FOR PAY-PER-CLICK MARKETING 

Google Ads, once known as Google Adwords by a wide margin the most famous PPC stage – 

works on a compensation for every snap model, in which clients offer on watchwords and pay 

for each snap on their commercials. Each time a hunt is started; Google dives into the pool of 

offering promoters and picks a lot of victors to show up in the advertisement space on its indexed 

lists page. The "victors" are picked dependent on a blend of components, including the quality 

and pertinence of their watchwords and advertisement content, just as the size of their 

catchphrase offers. For instance, if Word Stream offers on the watchword "PPC programming," 

the promotion may appear in the top spot on the Google results page. All the more explicitly, 

who finds a workable pace the page and where depends on a publicist's Ad Rank, a measurement 

determined by increasing two key elements CPC Bid (the most noteworthy sum a promoter is 

eager to spend) and Quality Score (a worth that considers it r active visitor clicking percentage, 

pertinence, and greeting page quality, among different variables). Thus, it is Quality Score 

influences it r genuine expense per snap, or CPC. Internet searcher showcasing (SEM) is a 

structure. Showcasing exercises in web indexes (SEM) are frequently characterized as a 

promoting procedure utilizing SEO strategies (Search Engine Optimization) and PPC 

commercial (Pay per Click) to build the ubiquity of the site. Site design improvement is 

empowering a site to show up in top outcome arrangements of an internet searcher for some 

specific catchphrases. There are a wide range of elements that empower a site to climb top 
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outcomes [4]. Then again, PPC can be characterized as a paid Internet type of promoting, settled 

in the wake of tapping on the inventive. PPC in web indexes is called as paid inquiry and it 

establishes one of numerous PPC models. This promotion is otherwise called PPC Marketing, 

Pay per Click Advertising [5], Pay per Click Search Engine Marketing [6], PPC advertisements, 

cost per click publicizing, just as (more comprehensively) as supported hunt. The most 

momentum meaning of PPC demonstrates that it is a little, as a rule, content-based, promoting 

structure (situated in web search tools) that relies upon catchphrases. Besides, it is payable just 

for the client's snap. Considering the prevalence of web crawlers, business chiefs, for the most 

part, settle on Google. In 2000, Google presented an imaginative promoting program called 

Adwords. The primary calculation of this program was reliant on catchphrases. A catchphrase in 

the SEM zone implies the whole expression that the client types in the Internet web index to 

discover the data that intrigues him. A catchphrase is once in a while a solitary word generally 

such a watchword comprises of two, three or four words. The fundamental substance of Adwords 

was to help advertising exercises through Google web crawler. Adwords presents a commercial 

containing a connection to sites custom-made to watchwords. Use on a commercial in web 

crawlers (Paid Search) establishes the biggest portion of online stages and they keep up the 

yearly development in the degree of approx. 10%. Pay per Click is a kind of notice as a pennant 

or a connection with the depiction, suggestion or assessment of the customer showed in web 

crawlers. The principle focal points are the installment model dependent on impacts, which on 

account of PPC are associated with clicks in the promoting inventive. The Adwords component 

has an arrangement of insurances against unscrupulous challenge exercises, purported "invalid 

snaps". So as to confirm each snap, the framework recognizes the client's IP, treats and the 

recurrence of snaps. The showcase of the notice itself (paying little mind to its prevalence and 

introduction time, just as the quantity of perspectives) doesn't charge the sponsor's record. The 

effectiveness [7] of publicizing exercises in web indexes is dependably described by the 

transformation rate (CR), which displays the remainder of snaps in ad to the number of people, 

who have finished a particular assignment, for example, the acquisition of an item. Thus, the 

Click-through Rate decides the recurrence of tapping on the commercial by Internet clients, who 

have seen it. As PPC publicizing, CTR [8] is utilized to decide the viability of catchphrases and 

the whole battles. CTR is various marketing clicks comparable to the number of perspectives. A 

high CTR demonstrates that clients feel that given ads are exact as far as their pursuits. CTR 

assumes a significant job in the Adwords promoting environment. All the while, it is one of the 

significant components influencing the consequences of value for catchphrases and the whole 

battle. Another shopping tab has additionally been included. It works all the more successfully 

on account of deals battle. In addition, the chance to exhibit conclusions and suggestions of 

customers was made accessible as an extra programmed augmentation showed in Adwords 

promotions in the web search tool. The key deficiencies of PPC are transient exercises and the 

need to upgrade the battle's parameters so as to keep up high proficiency. The deceivability of 

promotions in the web crawler is intently subject to the positive parity of the publicizing account 

and the embraced CPC rate. The utilization of a less mainstream however progressively 

successful word acquires benefits the type of less challenge. This technique is normally known 

as "Long Tail". Long Tail is a particular PPC model dependent on the synchronous advancement 

of many, longer and multi-word catchphrases, which (altogether) create more noteworthy 

development than short, well known and regularly utilized watchwords. Likewise, the choice of a 
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long catchphrase empowers to altogether decrease the seriousness (lower CPC), while 

synchronous increment in transformation rate (CR) and PPC crusade quality. The current 

examinations show that SEO exercises decide a fundamentally lower CPA (Cost per Action) [9] 

than PPC. This implies increasingly compelling showcasing techniques. In spite of the fact that 

viability is one of the most significant markers for assessing PPC's exercises, regularly 

organizations use SEM exercises to help their picture or data crusades. 

 

PROJECT OF THE EFFECTIVE PPC CAMPAIGN MODEL 

The choice of catchphrases relies upon the received crusade objective. Among well-known 

objectives, it has been recognizing crusades fortifying the brand, expanding reach or deals and 

empowering the securing of the alleged Leads. Lead is a unit (association, undertaking or private 

individual) that is keen on the offer. During the determination of the correct watchwords (other 

than the experience and information on the organization's representatives), bolster devices like 

Google Planer or Uber recommend are regularly utilized. The catchphrase choice ought to be 

done cautiously, in light of the fact that it is the reason for the viability of the activity particularly 

with regards to the transformation date and the battle's quality. Once in a while, the expansion of 

custom catchphrases can essentially build the number of potential customers, for example, the 

expansion of words with spelling or typographical blunders. The second region of the proposed 

PPC model is the venture of portrayal and expansion of promotion. These days, the portrayal 

comprises of the feature (30 characters) and the advertisement content (80 characters). The two 

sections ought to support connection and simultaneously they should meet the beneficiary's 

desires. One of the key variables for the expansion of productivity is the utilization of a 

watchword both in the feature and in the depiction. This activity shows the beneficiary that this 

specific offer is a solution to his inquiry. It is worth including the "Source of Inspiration" image, 

for example, an inspiring articulation such as "Call," "Snap." Beneficiaries should usually 

respond to specific directions and insights. Considering all the components that have an effect on 

the adequacy of the PPC crusade, the basic configuration steps will include the following 

determinants (Figure 1):  
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Figure 1: Model of the effectiveness of google ad-words advertising activities 

They represent the genuine Adwords battles for an organization, which sells portable amplifiers. 

Moreover, the feature and the depiction ought not to contain language mistakes and they should 

consider the standards and rules of netiquette. It is likewise significant to utilize augmentations 

that can have an extremely gainful impact not just on the deceivability of the publicizing itself 

(its volume is expanded and the promotion is outwardly recognizing among contenders), yet in 

addition CPC rates and the change rate (CR). There are augmentations of sub-connections, 

clarifications and data about the site. Besides, there is likelihood to utilize expansions of phone 

and restriction associations, which are normally blended in with the idea in the period of cell 

phones. Other intriguing models are value augmentations. The showcase of a particular item cost 

empowers to expand the customer's enthusiasm to settle on a buy choice. Another component is 

the expansion of the supposition, which positively stands apart among internet searcher ads and 

expands the validity of the offer and the venture through the authority of past clients. A 

significant, however frequently thought little of determinant influencing the adequacy of PCC is 

a component of prohibition for catchphrases. This arrangement empowers to deactivate 

promotions for catchphrases that sound like the received watchwords, however, they point to 

totally various items. Besides, it is worth to restrain the notice on account of the advancement of 

administrations, for example through the evacuation of all road names in the city, except for the 

genuine area of the Endeavour. This assists with maintaining a strategic distance from 

undesirable snaps of individuals, who are searching for specific help, yet on a particular road. 

Pretty much every industry has a widespread rundown of words that ought to be rejected. On 

account of the chance of changeless perception of PPC battle, bunches of rejections are included 

the premise of the investigation of the got outcomes. It merits referencing that in the territory of 

catchphrase avoidance, it can't confine the parameters too prohibitively, on the grounds that it 

might turn out that the organization will lose potential customers. Geo-area permits the showcase 

of commercials just for clients situated in the chose land areas. This component is extremely 

valuable for organizations working on nearby markets that can exhibit the offer. Commercials 

can be shown; both based on the client's area and area of intrigue, for example, catchphrases that 

demonstrate explicit spots, for example, city names, avenues, and so on. Then again, the 

Adwords plan empowers to enact promotions at specific hours or days of the week. Frequently, 

crusade settings power the showcase of promoting 7 days per week for 24 hours out of every 

day. Notwithstanding, this isn't constantly an ideal arrangement for instance, if the organization 

gives dinner conveyance administrations, maybe just promoting during the night hours will be a 

powerful activity. So also, if an organization has a low-quality site and is progressively worried 

about telephone correspondence during business [10] hours, the PCC crusade ought to be used as 

per the timetable. Beneficiaries normally will, in general, react to clear guidelines and 

indications. The adequacy of this action is affirmed by the outcomes (Table 1). 

Table 1: Example of the call to action 
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Connections from notices ought to be compulsorily coordinated to explicit subpages or spaces, 

purported presentation pages. Presentation page is a site, to which the beneficiary is guided so as 

to start correspondence and close an exchange. The beneficiary of the message, who chooses to 

click, ought to be diverted to a site with data firmly identified with the watchword or depiction of 

the promotion. For instance, for the word" sitter", a connection should prompt the site with an 

idea of childcare, not to the organization's landing page. Practically speaking, viable points of 

arrival are single pages that are centered on the introduction of the idea as Call to Action. These 

sites are additionally used to acquire email addresses, data about the deals of items, just as 

records associated with training and occasions. Greeting pages ought to be basic and 

straightforward so as to guarantee that the client discovers data at the earliest opportunity. 

Proficient Adwords battles all the time require the plan of a lot of sites for this one activity. The 

utilization of presentation pages expands the transformation rate. Then again, the plan of sets for 

various watchwords empowers an increasingly exact CTR estimation. The last significant 

component of a viable PPC battle model is constantly observing and examination of results. The 

nonstop checking is progressively significant for increasingly broad crusades. Normal 

recognizable proof of all progressions with respect to the adequacy or changing patterns 

empowers to respond ahead of time and increment the upper hand. Checking and investigation of 

results are additionally a change to identify surprising blunders, which can frequently diminish 

the transformation or increment the expense of the whole publicizing effort. During the 

following changes and discovering blunders, the alarm work from Google Analytics is valuable. 

A week by week change of transformation for singular promoting creative's, dynamic CPC 

change at the degree of a particular battle or publicizing gathering and change of basic mistakes 

that impair advertisements ought to be remembered for the control of parameters. Considering 

the entirety of the depicted determinants, it is conceivable to propose an Adwords publicizing 

effort model that utilizes PPC. Six described variables are input information: watchwords, 

portrayal, avoidance, Geo-area, site page and advancement. Every one of them is liable to point 

by point decides that directly affect the adequacy and change of PPC. These elements have 

various qualities relying upon battle parameters, for example, reason, highlights of the publicized 

item, inclusion and detail of a gathering of beneficiaries. All components are checked and 

investigated using Google devices: Planer, Google Analytics and Adwords [11]. Nonetheless, so 

as to think about the proposed display as complete, it is important to include two extra 

information factors that fundamentally influence the adequacy of the crusade. The primary factor 

is the nature of client assistance on the promoted venture. Indeed, even the most upgraded 
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promoting effort won't be viable if the organization doesn't make a difference in proper 

correspondence with the customer. The last factor is the ideal cost of the advanced item. In spite 

of the fact that the viability of PCC commercials is generally high, it is legitimately subject to the 

cost caused by the customer. Assurance of costs for items is one of the most confounded 

components of maintaining a business. So as to pick the correct evaluating methodology, it is 

important to test different arrangements and watch clients' practices. In certain ventures, a system 

of too significant expense can debilitate a potential client. In any case, a low cost can mean low 

nature of the item. The exhibited rules are the fundamental conditions for the advancement of the 

Adwords promoting model. Optimacy was considered as far as the adequacy of publicizing 

efforts, yet has not been confirmed. The proposed model is reasonable and conceivable to 

execute in any organization actualizing through Adwords battles. The execution of the proposed 

arrangements and apparatuses will take into consideration a noteworthy increment in the viability 

of web index advertising, particularly in the SME area, where the accessibility of such models is 

at present moderately low. This ought to likewise expand the number of potential clients and the 

benefits of organizations. 

CONCLUSION 

The states of the optimality hypothesis for the Google PPC model are very solid and will 

regularly not have any significant bearing. It was exhibited that the proposed model empowers to 

demonstrate any AdWords crusade in the zone of adequacy, examined based on a lot of markers. 

The most significant parameters, which decide the adequacy of PPC, are change rate (CR), 

navigate rates (CTR), Cost Per Click (CPC) and the Summarizing the above contemplations and 

the consequences of investigates, it very well may be reasoned that the proposed model of 

AdWords crusade relies upon two gatherings of components. The first is carefully associated 

with the crusade's parameters, while the subsequent one is identified with the highlights of the 

advanced item and the organization itself, the battle's general quality. The attributes of the effect 

of individual determinants allude to the experience and investigation of the aftereffects of the 

genuine AdWords crusades. The proposed model is the acknowledgement of the current 

guidelines concerning the assessment of the PPC framework's viability with the utilization of 

institutionalized criteria for their appraisal. Additionally, it ought to be underlined that the 

proposed model (because of its streamlined structure) reflects just the essential highlights of a 

given arrangement and it might be an instrument to improve the plan of compelling AdWords 

battles. The following phase of the model advancement will be the confirmation of individual 

components impacting the viability of PPC battles. It has been are mindful of the way that the 

most significant element is to coordinate the model to the reason for led battles (not really 

viability). In this way, future research will concentrate on developing and adapting the individual 

components of the model to the extensive venture techniques. It was thus decided to create point-

by-point models for each of the regions under review of the proposed arrangement. The 

following area of analysis may be a test of the optimality of the proposed model. 
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